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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the development of neural network acoustic models for large vo-
cabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) to satisfy the design goals of low latency
and low computational complexity. Low latency enables online speech recognition; and
low computational complexity helps reduce the computational cost both during training
and inference.
Long span sequential dependencies and sequential distortions in the input vector se-
quence are a major challenge in acoustic modeling. Recurrent neural networks have been
shown to effectively model these dependencies. Specifically, bidirectional long short term
memory (BLSTM) networks, provide state-of-the-art performance across several LVCSR
tasks. However the deployment of bidirectional models for online LVCSR is non-trivial
due to their large latency; and unidirectional LSTM models are typically preferred.
In this thesis we explore the use of hierarchical temporal convolution to model long
span temporal dependencies. We propose a sub-sampled variant of these temporal convo-
lution neural networks, termed time-delay neural networks (TDNNs). These sub-sampled
TDNNs reduce the computation complexity by ∼ 5x, compared to TDNNs, during frame
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randomized pre-training. These models are shown to be effective in modeling long-span
temporal contexts, however there is a performance gap compared to (B)LSTMs.
As recent advancements in acoustic model training have eliminated the need for frame
randomized pre-training we modify the TDNN architecture to use higher sampling rates,
as the increased computation can be amortized over the sequence. These variants of sub-
sampled TDNNs provide performance superior to unidirectional LSTM networks, while
also affording a lower real time factor (RTF) during inference. However we show that the
BLSTM models outperform both the TDNN and LSTM models.
We propose a hybrid architecture interleaving temporal convolution and LSTM layers
which is shown to outperform the BLSTM models. Further we improve these BLSTM
models by using higher frame rates at lower layers and show that the proposed TDNN-
LSTM model performs similar to these superior BLSTM models, while reducing the overall
latency to 200 ms.
Finally we describe an online system for reverberation robust ASR, using the above
described models in conjunction with other data augmentation techniques like reverberation
simulation, which simulates far-field environments, and volume perturbation, which helps
tackle volume variation even without gain normalization.
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Automatic speech recognition is popularly formulated as a sequence recognition prob-
lem. In this formulation the speech signal, represented as a sequence of pressure varia-
tions recorded at the microphone X = x[1]...x[n], is translated to a sequence of words
W = w[1]....w[m]. In the statistical formulation this is represented as
Ŵ = arg max
W
P (W|X) (1.1)
which requires the estimation of the posterior probability distribution P (W|X). The
Bayes’ rule can be used to decompose the probability distribution as
P (W|X) = P (W)P (X|W)
P (X)
(1.2)
Acoustic models estimate the probability distribution P (X|W). These models use fea-
1
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ture representations of the signal x[n] which enhance modeling performance. Let f repre-
sent a mapping which transforms the speech signal to a desirable feature representation.
f :RN → CM (1.3)
x[t] 7→ f(x[t]) (1.4)
where x[t] represents a vector of length N around time t in the original scalar sequence X.
The short notation ft will be used to represent f(x[t]), and F = f1..fn. Thus the acoustic
modeling problem is modified as P (F|W).
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are popularly used to estimate this probability. As it
is difficult to estimate the parameters of the word sequence HMM models due to data spar-
sity in any practical scenario, the word sequences are decomposed into context-dependent
phone sequences. Each of these context-dependent phones is represented using a HMM,
with typically three states. As the parameters of these context-dependent phone HMMs can
be estimated using data pooled across all the words, the sparsity problem is significantly
alleviated.
The parameters of a HMM, composed of states {si}Ni=1 ∈ S, are its transition proba-
bilities P (si|sj) and emission probabilities P (f |si). We address the problem of estimating
P (f |si) for all the states of the context-dependent phone HMMs henceforth referred to as
the context-dependent (CD) states.
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) can be used to estimate the likelihoods P (f |si).
2
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However the GMMs make the strong assumption of statistical independence among the
vectors ft and in some cases even an assumption of uncorrelatedness among the elements
of the vector ft. These are violated by the real data and this model error has been shown to
be detrimental to the performance [1].
1.1 Neural network acoustic models
To overcome the limitations of HMM architecture stated above a number of variants
which allow temporally correlated observations have been proposed, as summarized in
Chapter 3.6.2 of [2]. Of these the neural network based variant called the HMM-DNN
(Hidden Markov Model Deep Neural Network) hybrid recognizer is widely adopted in the
current state-of-the-art systems.
Neural networks when trained with a classification objective have been shown to esti-
mate Bayesian a posteriori probabilities [3]. They do not make any assumptions of sta-
tistical independence or uncorrelatedness among the input feature vectors in the sequence
or even among the individual features in the feature vector. Neural network based poste-
rior estimators could thus be used to estimate the posterior probability distribution P (si|ft)
by training with the objective of predicting state labels si given the feature vector ft. The
emission probabilities P (ft|si) can be estimated from the aposteriori probabilities using
the Bayes’ rule i.e.,
P (ft|si) =





However the marginal probability P (ft) is same for all states si and does not change the





Neural networks have been shown to exploit the dependencies of vectors in the se-
quence F to generate more reliable estimates [4]. Further the correlations among the fea-
tures in the input vectors ft have been shown to further improve the performance when
used with networks with multiple layers [5]. Thus the state probability estimators, used in
practice, are actually of the form P (sti|{fn}t+rn=t−l) where the l and r denote the left and right
context of the input vector sequence used to estimate the state occupation probabilities at
time t [4].
1.2 Problem
The problem of interest in this thesis can be stated as learning an estimate of the function
P (si|ft) using neural networks i.e.,
P̂ (si|ft) = Φ(F, t; Θ) (1.7)
where Θ are the parameters of the neural network. Note that we have used the entire feature
vector sequence (F) as input to the neural network to accommodate networks which have
4
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varied input contexts (e.g. bidirectional recurrent neural networks utilize the entire input
sequence [6]).
Two major challenges in sequence modeling are long-span sequential dependencies
and sequential distortions.
1.2.1 Long-span sequential dependencies
Due to these dependencies the probability estimate at a given instant t is dependent on
the input vector ft±q where q can be quite large. Training neural networks to model these
long span temporal dependencies is non-trivial. Acoustic models which effectively tackle
these dependencies typically have considerable latency as they require significant amount
of future context.
1.2.2 Sequential distortions
Changes in speaker, channel and environment can lead to changes in the feature vector
sequence F. These changes are modeled as distortions of the input X. In this thesis we are
interested in the sequential distortions which create longer span temporal dependencies in
the X, which translate to dependencies in F.
Let dx(.) represent a distortion which operates on the original speech signal X and df (.)
represent a distortion which operates on the feature vector sequence F.
• In the far-field recognition scenario dx(.) is usually modeled as convolution with the
5
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room impulse response (R = {ri}Mi=0) where M can be quite large (few seconds).
Thus the distorted sequence dx(X) = R ∗X has longer range dependencies than the
original sequence X.
• In scenarios such as radio transmission the distortions are non-linear [7] and also
sequential.
• Speaking rate changes could be modeled by distortions which introduce non-linear
temporal warp of the input sequence X [8].
All these distortions when composed with the feature mapping function f , which is
usually non-linear, lead to more complicated interactions in the feature vector sequence F.
In more adversarial scenarios there exist distortions df (.) on the feature vector sequence
F which permute the scalars in the vector ft. Examples of such scenarios are the spectral
inversion problem seen in radio transmission or frequency scrambling done for encryption.
Additional distortions are usually introduced by the presence of other audio sources in
the environment. Let N represent a sequence generated by another audio source. In this
case the distorted sequence can have the form d1(X) + d2(N) where d1(.) & d2(.) are
two different distortions e.g. in the case of far field recognition these would correspond to
two different room impulse responses determined by the position of the speaker and noise
source w.r.t. microphone.
A typical distorted feature vector sequence has the form
6
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due to channel distortion (d1(.)), reverberation (d2(.), ..dM(.)) and various noise sources
in the environment (Ni). The function class of distortions is rich and usually includes
distortions which may not have been seen in the training data.
It is desirable to learn posterior estimators which are robust to these distortions i.e.,
Φ(F, t; Θ) ≈ Φ(ψ(F), t; Θ) (1.9)
1.3 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses existing approaches to tackle long span sequential dependencies.
Based on their primary focus these approaches can be categorized as
• feature based approaches, where feature representations are designed to capture
long span information in the instantaneous representation provided to the model.
• model based approaches where neural network architectures are designed to learn
long span dependencies from the short span representations.
Typical speech recognition systems use a combination of these two approaches. This
thesis focuses on model based approaches.
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In Chapter 2 we survey prior work, in Chapter 3 we describe the experimental setup,
and in Chapters 4 and 5 we describe the proposed models. In Chapter 6 we demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed models in the context of far-field speech recognition. Finally




Modeling of long-span temporal dependencies in speech signal has received focus in
acoustic modeling research due to a variety of motivations. Information theoretic analyses
([9], [10]) measuring mutual information between spectro-temporal loci show discrimi-
native dependence over a span of 100s of milliseconds. Studies on cortical processing of
speech ([11]) provide evidence for integration of information at larger time scales (150-200
ms).
A trivial solution to model long-span temporal information in the acoustic model is to
use a wider context of feature vectors (i.e., {fi}t+ri=t−l) as an input to the neural network.
In a standard feed-forward DNN an affine transform is learnt over the entire input context
provided. However due to the temporal distortions in the speech input which lead to non-
linear temporal warping, the space of possible input variations increases [12]. This in
turn leads to a corresponding increase in the amount of data necessary to learn transforms
9
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invariant to these distortions.
A standard approach to reduce the possible variations in wider context inputs is to
ensure stability of the feature representation to temporal warping. Stability is defined as
Lipschitz continuity of the representation i.e.,
||φ(x)− φ(xτ )|| ≤ Csup
t
|τ ′(t)| ||x|| (2.1)
where x represents the speech input of required context, xτ represents the temporally
warped input, φ(.) represents the feature function 1 and τ(t) represents the warping func-
tion [13]. Thus to ensure stability it is sufficient to make the feature function less sensitive
to the absolute position of various acoustic events within the input context. This can be
accomplished by using representations with low temporal resolution. However such coarse
representations lose information necessary for classification. A variety of techniques have
been proposed to preserve information while ensuring stability of the feature representa-
tion. These are discussed in Section 2.1.
In neural network based approaches the network is constrained to learn temporally local
transforms, while ensuring that wider context information is integrated before predicting
the output. Recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks are two different
topologies which accomplish this. As the transforms are temporally local the impact of
input distortions is reduced. These approaches are discussed in detail in Section 2.2.
1If the input was just stacked instantaneous features φ(x) = {fi}t+ri=t−l
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2.1 Feature based approaches
The spectro-temporal envelope of the speech signal H(t, f) is the fundamental element
of speech representations used in ASR systems. A variety of signal processing techniques
are used to derive reliable estimates of the spectro-temporal envelope ([14], [15], [16], [17],
[18], [13]). In speech recognition applications the spectral axis is warped (ω = w(f)) to
ensure stability to local temporal distortions ([13], [14]). This warped spectro-temporal
envelope H(t, ω) is used to derive a variety of representations.
2.1.1 Multi-scale representations
The distortions in the speech signal due to changes in speaker, environment and speak-
ing style translate to corresponding distortions in the spectro-temporal envelope H(t, ω).
Local spectro-temporal distortions of the envelope, such as those induced by changes in
vocal tract length, are tackled by using local smoothing operators (∼ 25 ms windows). Mel
filter-bank coefficients represent one such output.
To remain stable to distortions which produce longer span effects smoothing over a
larger window is necessary. Typical examples of such distortions are speaking rate changes
which can non-linearly warp the vowel durations, or reverberation. However such smooth-
ing leads to loss of information which could be useful for classification. Hence these
smoother long term representations are combined with short term representations [19].
Multi-scale features which represent the information in the spectro-temporal envelope at
11
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several different resolutions are adopted to tackle this issue. The coarser resolution features
are stable to distortions while the finer resolution features preserve the detail necessary for
better classification. Filter-bank design to generate these multi-scale features has been done
using a variety of techniques. Data-driven filter design [20], gabor filter based design [21]
and neuro-physiology inspired design [22] are some examples. The multi-scale features
are frequently combined with multi-stream models [23] where features of each resolution
are used in a separate stream of information, which are finally fused.
2.1.2 Long term temporal features
Long term temporal trajectories of feature vectors are frequently characterized by Fourier
transform [24], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT, [25]) or auto correlation coefficients.
These representations are commonly termed modulation spectra. However these modula-
tion spectra suffer from instability to time warping deformations [13]. Information from
long term temporal trajectories can also be integrated using carefully designed modula-
tion filters which enhance speech specific modulations (e.g. RASTA filter [26]). In some
cases these modulation filters are derived form linear discriminant analysis of the data [27].
Other approaches such as Temporal Patterns (TRAPs, [28]) and Hidden Activation TRAPs
(HATs, [29]) estimate the feature transforms using neural networks.
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2.1.3 Permutation invariant representations
In the feature functions discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 the representations de-
rived preserve the sequence information i.e., they preserve information about the ordering
of acoustic events in the feature vector sequence. In contrast to these approaches one could
also estimate permutation invariant features to represent the long term information. A func-
tion is permutation invariant if the value of the function does not change irrespective of the
ordering of the input sequence. Permutation invariant feature functions are used to sum-
marize long term information typically over a span of several seconds. In neural network
acoustic models they are used to perform adaptive training or instantaneous adaptation.
iVectors [30] which capture both speaker and environment specific information have
been shown to be useful for instantaneous and discriminative adaptation of the neural net-
works ([31, 32, 33]). Noise mean estimates computed from all the noise frames in the
utterance are also used as auxiliary information in neural network training [34].
2.2 Model based approaches
In model based approaches neural network architectures capable of modeling long term
temporal dependencies from instantaneous feature representations are designed. Convolu-
tional and recurrent architectures have been shown to effectively model long term depen-
dencies in speech data.
In convolution architectures (e.g., time-delay neural networks) the lower convolution
13
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layers learn temporally local transforms and the context of the network is gradually in-
creased with depth of the network using hierarchical convolution. In the recurrent archi-
tectures output at a given instant is computed using the temporally local transform of the
input and the state of the network, which summarizes the longer context information. The
critical design element in both these architectures is the use of temporally local input trans-
forms. Use of temporally local transforms reduces the variance in the input context of
the transform. Further assuming the non-linear warping functions can be approximated
with piece-wise linear warping functions the input in the context of the transform can be
assumed to be linearly warped.
2.2.1 Recurrent neural networks
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) which use a dynamically changing contextual win-
dow over all of the sequence history rather than a fixed context window have been shown
to achieve state-of-art performance on LVCSR tasks [6, 35].
A simple recurrent neural network is represented by the equation 2.2. From the equation
it is clear that the input transform Wf is temporally local. Standard representations (e.g. log
mel filter-banks and MFCCs [36]) in speech tasks are stable to local (∼ 25ms) temporal
distortions as they use a temporal smoothing filter. Thus Wf is stable to local temporal
distortions. The longer context information necessary is captured in the state vector y(t−
1). Thus the network is both stable to input distortions and also able to exploit long term
14
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temporal information in estimating the current output.
y(t) = σ(Wf f(t) + Wyy(t− 1)) (2.2)
The temporally local transform Wf is shared across time steps of the input feature
vector sequence. Further the transform Wy can be insensitive to the absolute position of
the acoustic event within the input context of the network 2, as the entire past context is
summarized as a fixed length state vector y(t− 1). Hence both these transforms are learnt
with shared statistical strength explicitly or implicitly across all time steps [37].
As the fixed length representation is learnt using a task dependent loss function, it can
preserve the necessary detail from the context.
2.2.1.1 Variants of recurrent neural network architectures
RNNs are affected by a variety of learning issues of which vanishing and exploding
gradients are prominent [38, 39, 40, 41]. Further they have also been shown to have lim-
itations in the amount of memory [42]. To tackle these issues architectural variants have
been proposed. Of these the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) architecture has been
shown to achieve state-of-art performance across a variety of sequence recognition tasks
[43, 44, 6, 35]. In exhaustive and controlled empirical evaluations LSTM has been shown to
be outperform or match the performance of other recurrent models [45]. LSTM relies on a
fairly sophisticated gated structure with an ability to control flow of information within the
2the input context of a recurrent neural network is all the input until the current time step
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network. This allows the network to potentially remember information for longer periods
[46]. There has been a major focus on distilling the essence of the LSTMs.
The comparatively complex structure of LSTMs has motivated in proposal of several
variants which tackle the longer term memory problem using different techniques. Gated
recurrent units (GRU) [47] use a single gating unit to simultaneously control the forgetting
factor and the decision to update the state unit. Clockwork RNNs (CW-RNN) [48] divide
the hidden layer of the CW-RNN into separate modules, each running at a different clock
speed. This allows CW-RNNs to learn information at different time scales. Even sim-
ple RNNs have been shown to learn long term dependencies when a part of the recurrent
matrix is constrained to have a diagonal structure [46]. These diagonal units are shown
to capture information at a longer range. Even when initialized with a diagonal structure
[49] RNNs are shown to outperform LSTMs on some bench mark sequence learning prob-
lems. However these “simpler” RNNs have had limited or no success in acoustic modeling
applications.
2.2.1.2 Bidirectional recurrent neural networks
Among the RNN acoustic models and their variants, e.g. LSTMs, the bidirectional
versions have been shown to outperform the unidirectional versions by a large margin [50,
51]. However the latency of the bidirectional models is significantly larger, making them
unsuitable for online speech recognition. To overcome this limitation chunk based training
and decoding schemes [50, 52, 53, 54, 55] have been previously investigated to make them
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amenable for online decoding. A common characteristic of these methods is the use of
frame chunks in place of the entire utterance, and they differ in the way the recurrent states
are initialized when processing these chunks.
Chen et al., [53] proposed the use of context-sensitive chunks (CSC), where a fixed
context of frames to the left and right of the chunk is used to intialize the recurrent states of
the network. Zhang et al., [51] carried over the recurrent states for the forward LSTM from
previous chunks reducing the computation on the left context. Xue et al., [55] proposed
the use of a feed-forward DNN to estimate the initial state of the backward LSTMs, for a
given chunk. They also proposed the use of a simple RNN in place of an LSTM for the
backward direction. Zeyer et al., [50] proposed the use of overlapping chunks, without
additional chunk context, and combining the posterior estimates from overlapping chunks.
In all these online variants inference is restricted to chunk-level increments to amortize the
computation cost of backward LSTMs, which significantly increases the model latency.
2.2.2 Convolution Neural Networks
As discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 learning in RNN architectures is non-trivial. Hence
feed-forward alternatives to RNNs are of interest. In the previous section it was argued
that a critical feature of the RNN is that it has a temporally local input transform which is
shared across time steps. This same feature is also shared by time-delay neural networks
(TDNN)[56, 57, 58]. A TDNN integrates longer term information by hierarchical filtering.
Each layer of convolution learns a temporally local transform. The deeper convolution
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layers process inputs from wider contexts. However they operate on lower resolution output
of the preceding layer, which ensures stability of the representation being processed by
the convolution layer. Hence the deeper layers have the ability to learn wider temporal
relationships, while remaining stable to distortions at the corresponding temporal width.
This architecture has striking similarities to the multi-scale representations discussed in
Section 2.1.1. The multi-scale representations are generated by the network at each layer
by gradually processing inputs of wider context as we go deeper in the network. Further
due to the sharing of temporal transforms across time steps there is once again sharing of
statistical strength in learning the transforms i.e., during back-propagation, due to tying,
the lower layers of the network are updated by a gradient accumulated over all the time
steps of the input temporal context. Another advantage of this tying is that the convolution
layers of the network are forced to learn translation invariant feature transforms, of the
corresponding scale.
Though the TDNNs are claimed to operate on multi-scale representations [59], these
representations are derived from transforms learnt from data. The filter responses of these
transforms are not guaranteed to be low-pass. Thus the claim of multi-scale representations
is not guaranteed. The representations at deeper layers can be explicitly made coarser
through the use of pooling [12] like max or average pooling. The output of a layer is thus
invariant (max pooling) or stable (average pooling) to the shifts of the input events within
the pooling window.
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2.2.2.1 Spectro-temporal convolution
In addition to temporal convolution described above, spectro-temporal convolution has
also been widely explored in acoustic modeling. Spectral convolution followed by pooling
is used to learn invariants to vocal tract length differences which manifest as warping along
the spectral axis.
A variety of efforts have shown convolutional neural networks to be effective for both
close-talk and far-field speech recognition, and robust speech recognition in general [60,
61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77].
Further recent efforts focusing on very deep convolutional architectures have been
shown to perform competitively or better than LSTM acoustic models.
2.2.3 Convolutional and recurrent architectures
Combining convolution with recurrent layers has been previously shown to be helpful
for acoustic modeling in [78, 79]. These hybrid architectures have been shown to perform
better than either of these individual architectures. Specifically Sainath et al., [78] had
proposed prepending spatio-temporal convolutional layers and recurrent layers. Tempo-
ral convolution was also used by Amodei et al., [79] above or below the recurrent layer
stack, for better look-ahead. In these networks convolutional operations are typically used
to model dependencies along spectral axis or for modeling temporal dependencies in the
future context.
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There have also been efforts to replace convolution operation with a recurrence rela-
tion for modeling spectral dependencies. e.g. recF-LSTMs [80], TF-LSTMs [81], grid
LSTMs [82] or ReNet LSTMs [83] have been shown to effectively model both temporal
and frequency dependencies and provide state-of-the-art performance [84].
In addition to this the convolution operation has also been used to replace the matrix




In this chapter we detail the experimental setup. The goal of online speech recognition
motivates the choices made in the design of this experimental setup. These decisions will
be highlighted when we describe the individual modules.
As the results presented in this thesis are from a wide variety of large vocabulary con-
tinuous speech recognition (LVCSR) tasks with varying amounts of training data (80-1800
hours) and correspond to different conditions e.g. telephone speech, close-talk microphone
speech and far-field speech, the experimental setup will describe the common aspects of all
these systems. The critical difference across these setups is the data augmentation strategy,
where robust speech recognition systems use multi-style training (MTR) [86]. However
Ko et al., [87] have recently shown that MTR is helpful even for telephone speech recog-
nition systems. Hence the critical difference in acoustic models across these systems is in
the amount of training data; which influences the hyper-parameters of the neural network
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acoustic model (e.g. number of layers, number of parameters per layer, cost function) and
the training recipe (e.g. number of workers used during parallel training, number of training
epochs).
Section 3.1 details the features, Section 3.2 presents the data augmentation strategy,
Section 3.3 details the cost functions, Section 3.4 discusses the baseline models which
include the (B)LSTMs, Section 3.5 describes the training procedure and finally Section 3.6
describes the lexicon and language model.
All the experimentation is performed using the Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [88].
3.1 Features
This section briefly describes the feature extraction and normalization procedure. For
greater detail readers are recommended to refer to Povey et al., [89].
3.1.1 MFCCs
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [14] without cepstral liftering are used
as input features. These are equivalent to the log mel filter-bank coefficients popularly
used with neural networks [5] but for the reversible discrete cosine transform. MFCCs
are chosen as they enable the use of better compression schemes for training data transfer
during parallel training [89]. 40 Mel filters are used per frame.
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3.1.2 iVectors
iVectors originally developed for speaker identification applications [30] have been
shown to be helpful even for speech recognition applications for performing instantaneous
speaker adaptation [32, 31, 90]. iVector based ASR systems have been shown to be com-
petitive with LVCSR systems which use speaker adapted features (e.g. fMLLR [91]) which
typically require 2-pass decoding. However iVectors are typically estimated in an offline
fashion i.e., the feature vectors from the entire utterance or the set of utterances from the
speaker are used to estimate iVectors. We restrict our attention to online iVectors where
only the frames preceding the current frame are used in the iVector estimation process. In
preliminary experiments Dan Povey et al., have shown that online iVector systems perform
similar to offline iVector systems in telephone and close-talk microphone tasks. However
as we will discuss in Chapter 6 offline iVector systems perform significantly better than
online iVector systems in far-field speech recognition tasks. As recommended in other
training recipes [31] we use a 100 dimensional iVector.
3.1.3 Data normalization
Mean and variance normalization is typically performed on the input data. However
in the current setup the concatenated input vector containing the iVector and the spliced
feature vector, over an input window typically [t−2, t+2] i.e., 2 frames context on left and
right of the current frame, is processed through a multi-class linear discriminant analysis
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(LDA) transform matrix in lieu of mean and variance normalization. The output of this
LDA transform is not only invariant to arbitrary affine transforms of the input but also
helps avoid issues which are typically observed when iVectors are used in DNN acoustic
models e.g. [92].
3.2 Data augmentation
Augmentation of speech data has been shown to be helpful for both low-resource speech
recognition and for speech recognition in mismatch scenarios. For the experiments reported
in this thesis two different data augmentation schemes have been used to create synthetic
speakers or to simulate reverberation. These are detailed below.
3.2.1 Speed perturbation
Typically data augmentation is used in low-resource ASR tasks by creating synthetic
speakers, which is accomplished using vocal tract length perturbation (VTLP) [93]. In
addition to this tempo perturbation [94] is used to vary the speaking rate [95]. However
temporal warping of the speech signal has been recently found to be superior to both the
above techniques [96]. This warping is accomplished by scaling the time axis using a con-
stant α i.e., signal x(t) warped by a factor α generates the signal x(αt). This warping
not only shifts the frequency coefficients but also modifies the speaking rate. This tech-
nique is shown to provide an average relative improvement of 4.3% across several tasks
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compared to not using an augmentation technique. In the current set of experiments α of
{0.9, 1.0, 1.1} were used. This technique is termed speed perturbation [96].
3.2.2 Reverberation
This section describes the multi-style training recipe for robust far field speech recog-
nition. Readers are recommended to refer to [97, 98, 87] for greater detail.
A major challenge in acoustic modeling is the mismatch between the train and test
audio. Hence multi-style training is a widely adopted strategy to train robust acoustic
models [86]. However the acquisition of real multi-style training data is non-trivial due to
the associated costs; and simulation of training data is seen as a viable alternative. Multi-
style training has had significant impact in robust acoustic modeling. For example, in
the recent IARPA-ASpIRE far-field recognition challenge [99] which deals with far-field
ASR in mismatched environments the best performing systems used data augmentation
[98, 100]. Compared to other techniques used in these systems, data augmentation was
shown to provide the most significant relative improvement. Further even in the case of
products like Google Home [101], which require a far-field recognizer, multi-style training
with simulated data has been shown to be critical [102].
Far-field data typically has reverberated speech and point-source noises, in addition
to the isotropic noise at the receiver position. Reverberation is typically represented by
convolution of the audio signals with a room impulse response (RIR) [103]. Among other
things, these RIRs are affected by the room, receiver position and type, speaker position and
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positions of different obstacles. Assuming availability of RIRs corresponding to different
source positions, samples of anechoic, e.g. close-talking speech, and samples of isotropic
and point-source noises, we can simulate far-field speech using the following equation
xr[t] = x[t] ∗ hs[t] + Σini[t] ∗ hi[t] + d[t] (3.1)
where xr[t] represents simulated far-field speech, x[t] represents the speech signal, hs[t]
represents the RIR corresponding to the speaker position, ni[t] represents a point-source
noise and hi[t] represents the corresponding RIR, and d[t] represents other additive noise
sources like isotropic noise.
3.2.2.1 RIR databases
A variety of real room impulse response databases are available. In [97], Peddinti et
al., used three different RIR databases. These are
• the RWCP sound scene database1 [104]
• the REVERB challenge database [105]
• the Aachen impulse response database [106]
325 muti-channel recordings of RIRs were selected from the three databases. Isotropic
noise recordings were available for only 51 RIRs. The first channel from the multi-channel
1We would like to thank Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratories (MERL), for providing the RWCP
database and letting us host it on openslr.org
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recordings was used for corruption.
3.2.2.2 Simulation of RIRs
From Equation 3.1, it can be seen that even the simulation of far-field speech requires
several RIRs, corresponding to each source. Recording real RIRs in a wide variety of
environments and at several points in the room is non-trivial; hence simulation of RIRs is a
problem of interest. In [87], Ko et al., studied the impact of using simulated RIRs in place
of real RIRs. They identified that even with the use of several thousand simulated RIRs,
the ASR system trained using the resultant MTR data could not match the performance of
the ASR system trained with the real RIRs described in Section 3.2.2.1.
However as simulation allows for estimation of RIRs from several points in the room;
inclusion of point source noises is trivial. Ko et al., [87] identified that after the inclusion
of point source noises even the system with simulated RIRs outperformed or matched the
performance of the system corresponding to real RIRs and isotropic noises.
3.2.2.3 Noise database
The MUSAN corpus of music, speech and noise [107] was used for point source noises
when using simulated RIRs. The dataset consists of music from several genres, speech
from twelve languages, and a wide assortment of technical and non-technical noises. This
database has an additional classification of background and foreground noise sources. It is
released under a flexible Creative Commons license.
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3.3 Cost functions
3.3.1 Sequence training with cross-entropy pretraining
As discussed in Section 1.1 this thesis focuses on HMM-DNN acoustic models. Acous-
tic models are typically trained using sequence discriminative cost functions like maximum
mutual information (MMI) [108, 109], boosted MMI (bMMI) [110], minimum phone error
(MPE) [111] or minimum Bayes risk (MBR) [112, 113, 114]. These cost functions have
also been shown to be effective in the context of HMM-DNN models [115, 116, 117, 118,
119, 120]. Vesely et al., [120] compared the cost functions listed above and reported no
significant difference in performance. However state-level MBR (sMBR) has been widely
adopted in Kaldi due to slight performance improvements.
The MBR cost function is given in Equation 3.2; where A(W,Wu) is the raw accuracy
between the two word sequences, κ is the acoustic scaling factor and the cost is being
computed over a minibatch of utterances u.





It is clear that the denominator can be significantly very expensive to compute as
we have to sum over all possible word sequences w.r.t a given language model. To effi-
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ciently compute the denominator probabilities lattices which represent the most probable
sequences are used [121, 122, 116].
Empirical studies have shown that the quality of the denominator lattice can signifi-
cantly affect the performance [122]; which is in turn affected by the quality of the acoustic
model used to generate these lattices. Further initialization of the neural networks is also
shown to significantly impact the performance. Hence neural networks are typically pre-
trained with a frame-level cost function like cross-entropy [116, 119]. The resultant neural
networks are then used to both generate the lattices and initialize the model. The standard
training recipe for HMM-DNN acoustic models is shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.3.1.1 Cross-entropy pre-training
Frame-level pre-training is typically done with minibatches composed of shuffled frames
as it reduces the bias in the gradient estimated from a minibatch. This is standard procedure
for feed-forward DNN training. Recently frame-shuffling has been found to be beneficial
even for RNN acoustic models [54]. However as this can be computationally expensive
chunk-based training is preferred for RNNs.
Fixed length sequences (chunks) were used for cross-entropy pre-training of the RNNs.
This is similar to chunk back-propagation through time (BPTT) approach described by
Chen et al., in [123]. For evaluating frame level objective function a minibatch of 100
chunks with 200 ms in each chunk was used. The chunk width was limited to 200 ms,
also used in [35], were shown to avoid gradient explosion issues. However to ensure that
the state of the RNN is similar to its state in the actual sequence before estimating the first
posterior vector, each chunk in the network is provided with a left context (40 frames).
Similarly in the case of BLSTMs a right context (40 frames) was also provided to initialize
the backward LSTMs. To match the train and test conditions, (B)LSTM decoding was
also performed using chunks of length 20 frames. However an additional left/right chunk
context of 50 frames was used as it was found to be beneficial.
3.3.1.2 sMBR training
Sequence training was done on the DNN, based on a state-level variant of the Minimum
Phone Error (MPE) criterion, called sMBR. The training recipe mostly follows Vesely et
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al., [120], although it has been modified for the parallel-training method. In addition to this
both the sMBR criterion and the prior computation have also been modified.
Modified sMBR objective : In the sMBR objective function insertion errors are not
penalized, which could lead to larger number of insertions when decoding with sMBR
trained acoustic models. Correcting this asymmetry in the sMBR objective function, by
penalizing insertions, was shown to improve performance of models trained with sMBR
objective function when using reverberant training data by 10% WER relative [97]. Further
this modified objective function was also found to be beneficial for sMBR training with
telephone speech data. Hence this modified objective function was used.
More specifically, in standard sMBR training [113, 114], the frame error is always set
to zero if the reference is silence, which means that insertions into silence regions are not
penalized. In other words, frames where the reference alignment is silence are treated
specially. (Note that in our implementation several phones, including silence, vocalized
noise and non-spoken noise, are treated as silence for these purposes.) In our modified
sMBR training method, we treat silence as any other phone, except that all pdfs of silence
phones are collapsed into a single class for the frame-error computation. This means that
replacing one silence phone with another silence phone is not penalized (e.g. replacing
silence with vocalized-noise is not penalized), but insertion of a non-silence phone into a
silence region is penalized. This is closer to the WER metric that we actually care about,
since WER is generally computed after filtering out noises, but does penalize insertions.
We call our modified criterion the “one-silence-class” modification of sMBR.
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Modified prior computation : To compute the context-dependent state pseudo-likelihoods
from the posteriors estimated by the neural network, the posteriors are divided by a prior.
Manohar et al., [124] found that the method of using the mean posterior (computed over
a subset of the training data) as the prior, in place of the prior estimated from the align-
ments, gave an improved performance when decoding with sMBR trained models. Hence
this prior estimation method was adopted in our system.
The lattice forward-backward computation for estimating the sequence objective func-
tion was done using chunks of width 1.5 seconds as opposed to the 200 ms chunks used
during cross-entropy pre-training. Any degradation in posterior estimates due to the change
in the chunk-widths during cross-entropy pre-training and sMBR training is expected to be
corrected during sMBR training.
3.3.2 Purely sequence discriminative training
Recently connectionist temporal classification (CTC) objective function [125] has pro-
vided significant improvements in speech recognition applications [126, 127] when training
with large amounts of training data. A critical change in this training recipe is the use of
a sequence level cost function directly without the need for any frame-level pre-training.
This modification to the training recipe impacts the choice of neural network architectures,
as will be detailed in later chapters.
Some of the ideas adopted in CTC based training recipes have also been found useful
in the context of MMI-based sequence training [128]. These are listed below :
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• Training from scratch without initialization from a cross-entropy system
• The use of 3-fold reduced frame rate [129]
• Limiting the range of time frames where supervised labels can appear by using Finite
State Acceptors [130]
Compared to conventional sequence discriminative training this new training procedure
has some critical changes. These are
• Phone level denominator language model : As using a word level language model
can be too slow for direct sequence training we use a 4-gram phone level language
model.
• Topology and decision trees : In place of the conventional 3-state HMM which re-
quire minimum of 3 frames for traversal we use a HMM topology which can be
traversed in 1 frame. More specifically we use a 2 state topology where the second
state can be skipped. Further the phonetic context decision tree is re-built for this
new topology.
• Regularization: Three different regularizers are used to ensure better generalization.
These are cross-entropy regularization, output l2 regularization and leaky HMM reg-
ularization.
• Time constrained numerator graph: To allow for easy splitting of numerator graph
for training on GPUs we add time constraints on the numerator phone graphs. This is
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accomplished by composing the phone level utterance specific finite state acceptors
(FSAs) with a frame level mask defining overlapping phone boundaries. A tolerance
of ∼ 50 ms is allowed for the phone boundaries derived from frame alignments.
This purely sequence discriminative training recipe is summarized in Figure 3.2, for
greater detail readers are recommended to read Povey et al., [128].
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3.4 Model
The baseline acoustic models in this thesis are the simple feed-forward DNN and
(B)LSTMs. In this section we will briefly describe the implementation of these models
in the nnet3 toolkit, which is used for the experiments in this thesis. The nnet3 toolkit,
by Povey et al., [131] in Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [88] was used to perform neural
network training and inference. This toolkit allows computation of neural networks whose
computation can be written as an acyclic computation graph. In case of recurrent neural
networks where the current state of the neural network depends on the state of the network
at another instant of time the computation graph is unfolded in time to create an acyclic
computation graph.
3.4.1 Projected LSTM (LSTMP) model
The LSTM implementation closely follows the equations described in Sak et al., [35].
The experiments in this thesis the projected variant of LSTMs typically abbreviated as
LSTMP. The equations representing this computation cell are reproduced here, from [35]
for the reader’s convenience.
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it = σ(Wixxt +Wirrt−1 + wicct−1 + bi) (3.3)
ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wrfrt−1 + wfcct−1 + bf ) (3.4)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  g(Wcxxt +Wcrrt−1 + bc) (3.5)
ot = σ(Woxxt +Worrt−1 + wocct + bo) (3.6)
mt = ot  h(ct) (3.7)
rt = Wrmmt (3.8)
pt = Wpmmt (3.9)
rt and pt which represent the recurrent and non-recurrent projections are concatenated
to form the output of the LSTMP computation cell.
Wix,Wir,Wfx,Wrf ,Wcx,Wox,Wor,Wrm,Wpm are rectangular matrices andwic, wfc, woc
are diagonal matrices. The dimensions of these matrices are determined by the hyper-
parameters ct, rt, pt. These hyper-parameters are chosen according to the training data
available. For the widely used Switchboard 300 hour LVCSR task these are ct = 1024, rt =
256, pt = 256.
Based on our preliminary experiments we chose a stack of 3 LSTMP cells as our base-
line. Further increase in the size of the LSTMP stack or the hyper-parameters led to minor
improvements while increasing the computational cost significantly.
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3.4.2 Bidirectional projected LSTM (BLSTMP) model
The bidirectional LSTMP (BLSTMP) computation cell has an additional backward di-
rection LSTMP computation cell. This backward LSTMP operates on the same inputs
as the forward LSTMP however in the reverse direction. Further the outputs of both the
forward and backward LSTMP cells are concatenated to form the BLSTMP cell output.
Let F(.; θ) represent LSTMP transformation represented in Section 3.4.1, with param-
eters θ, which consumes the input sequence xt and outputs rt and pt. As bidirectional
models consume the input sequence in both the forward and backward directions we rep-
resent the direction of the transforms using a −→. for forward transforms and outputs and←−.
for backward transforms and outputs. Finally [., .] represents the concatenation operation.
[−→rt ,−→pt ] =
−→
F (xt; θf ) (3.10)
[←−rt ,←−pt ] =
←−
F (xt; θb) (3.11)
The concatenated output [[−→rt ,−→pt ], [←−rt ,←−pt ]] represents the output of the BLSTMP.
The hyper-parameters i.e., sizes of −→ct ,−→rt ,−→pt ,←−ct ,←−rt ,←−pt were chosen to be the same
for both the LSTMP cells. For the Switchboard 300 hour LVCSR task these are ct =
1024, rt = 256, pt = 256. Once again a stack of 3 BLSTMP cells was chosen for the
experiments reported in this thesis. It can be seen that the number of parameters in the
BLSTMP model are significantly larger than that of the LSTMP model. Experiments by
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Yiming Wang, further increasing the parameters of the LSTMP model led to a degradation
in the performance.
3.5 Training
This section describes briefly the parallel training procedure used in nnet3. For greater
details the readers can refer to [89].
The training procedure in nnet3 is geared towards using large amounts of training data
on multiple GPU-equipped machines. Further in order to be as hardware-agnostic as possi-
ble, the procedure reduces the network traffic across these multiple machines by adopting
a model averaging method for synchronization, in place of gradient averaging [132, 133]
or asynchronous stochastic gradient descent [134].
In this method the neural network parameters from the parallel workers are periodically
averaged (typically every minute or two) and the averaged parameters are redistributed to
the workers. The method relies on data parallel training where each worker sees different
data.
To ensure that the model synchronization after large intervals leads to convergence
the parameter updates are computed using an approximate and efficient implementation of
Natural Gradient for Stochastic Gradient Descent (NG-SGD) [89].
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3.5.1 Recurrent neural network training
Some salient aspects in the recurrent neural network training are the use of shrinkage
and clipping of gradients w.r.t. activations. In shrinkage the parameters of the network
are scaled by constant (0.99) when the mean derivate at the sigmoid non-linearities in the
network falls below a threshold (0.15). This scaling increases the probability of affine
matrix multiplication outputs remaining in the linear range of the sigmoid non-linear units
in the network.
3.6 Language model and lexicon
We typically use n-gram language models (LMs) in our experiments. Further we restrict
our attention to three and four grams. However recurrent neural network (RNN) LMs have
been used in the ASpIRE far-field LVCSR task. Hence we describe this LM briefly. For
greater detail readers are recommended to refer to Peddinti et al., [98].
3.6.1 N-gram LM
N-gram language models were used in the decoding to generate word lattices. A trigram
language model (LM) was first trained on the 3 million words of the training transcripts,
which was later interpolated with another trigram LM trained on 22 million words of the
Fisher English transcripts (LDC2004T19 and LDC2005T19). The same process is repeated
for building a 4gram LM. We used SRIs language modeling toolkit SRILM [135] for build-
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ing our LMs, with Kneser-Ney smoothing. The final trigram LM has 1.6 million trigrams
and the 4gram LM has 1.7 million 4grams. The trigram LM is used for decoding; and the
4gram LM, is only used for rescoring the lattices generated by the trigram LM.
3.6.2 RNN-LM rescoring
3.6.2.1 Training
The RNNLM toolkit (0.3e) [136] is used to train the recurrent neural network language
models (RNN-LMs). A 40,000 subset of the most frequent words from training transcripts
are chosen as the language model vocabulary. A 10,000 utterance subset of the training
transcripts are chosen as a heldout set, while the remaining transcripts are used for train-
ing the RNN-LMs. The RNN-LM model has 200 hidden units in the neural network.
The number of word classes was chosen to be 350. The words in the 40,000 vocabulary
were assigned to the 350 word classes according to their unigram frequency in the training
corpus. The maximum order of the n-gram features [137] was set to 4, and truncated back-
propagation through time (BPTT) [138] was performed during training with a step size of
2. Words from the training transcripts that were not selected in the RNN-LM vocabulary
were mapped to a special word “〈RNN UNK〉” before training. The unigram proba-
bilities of those words were also collected from training transcripts which later served as
penalties when we compute the likelihood of sentences containing those words. For words
that were not in the training transcripts nor in the RNN-LM vocabulary, a fixed unigram
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probability of 1e7 was used instead.
3.6.2.2 N-best rescoring
The conventional N-best RNN-LM rescoring procedure was used. In this procedure,
the N-best hypotheses are first extracted from lattices, with their associated acoustic score,
original language model score, graph cost as well as frame level alignments. The RNN-LM
likelihood is then computed for each hypothesis, with the out-of-vocabulary words properly
penalized as described in the previous section.
In the experiments in [98], it was found that interpolating the RNN-LM likelihood with
the original language model did not help much, so the original language model score was
simply replaced with the RNN-LM score. The acoustic score, RNN-LM score, graph cost
and the frame level alignment of all the hypotheses were then packed back to create a new
lattice, with which we ran the decoding. It worth mentioning that it is important to generate
the N-best hypotheses with the optimal acoustic scale.
3.6.2.3 Lattice rescoring
One drawback of applying RNN-LMs on N-best list is the N-best list only covers a
subset of the hypotheses from the original lattice. Therefore if the original language model
is not powerful enough, and the correct word falls out of the N-best list, there is no way for
RNN-LM to recover it. A simple solution is to generate as many hypotheses as possible,
which of course will increase the decoding cost. Applying RNN-LM rescoring directly on
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the lattice however can increase the lattice size exponentially since the number of distinct
RNNLM context states will grow exponentially. A general solution is to derive appropriate
equivalence classes for context states. In [139], two different methods to cluster the context
states were evaluated:
• clustering context states using n-gram history, and
• clustering context states based on the context vector distance.
The authors were able to get the same performance from these two methods.
In [98], we cluster the context states using n-gram history since this is computationally
cheap. We implemented our lattice based RNN-LM rescoring within the weighted finite
state transducer (WFST) framework. During the rescoring, a grammar WFST is generated
on-the-fly, whose states each correspond to a unique n-gram sequence. The weight of the
arc given the states is given by P (wn|w1, ..., wn1), where wn is the word on the arc, and
w1, ..., wn1 is the n-gram history that the state corresponds to, which can be computed from
RNN-LM. In the actual implementation we store the RNN-LM context vector instead the
word sequence, so that the RNN-LM can compute P (wn|h) directly, where h is the context
vector of the word sequence whose latest n1 words are w1, ..., wn1. Ideally, we would like h
to correspond to the best possible sequence in the lattice entering the state. Our preliminary
results however shows that we may not benefit a lot from using the context vector from the
best possible word sequence entering the state. Therefore in our current implementation we
simply use the context vector from the first word sequence we see whose latest n1 words
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correspond to the state.
3.6.3 Enhanced lexicon
This section briefly describes the lexicon generation procedure for greater detail readers
can refer [140].
CMUdict (0.7a) was used as training lexicon in our experiments, and the vocabulary
was restricted to the words that appear in the training transcripts. CMUdict comes with
multiple pronunciations for some words, therefore we estimate the pronunciation proba-
bilities during the training. We also model inter-word silence probabilities as described
in [140]. The statistics for modeling pronunciation and silence probabilities were esti-
mated from training data alignment, and they were later encoded into the lexicon finite state
transducer during the decoding. We estimate pronunciation probabilities for a word with
multiple pronunciations via simple relative frequency, with proper smoothing techniques
[141, 142, 143]. Directly using the simple relative frequency however has an undesirable
consequence that a word with several equiprobable pronunciations is unfairly handicapped
w.r.t words that have a single pronunciation: e.g. the past tense of “read” w.r.t the color
read “red”. Max-normalization, whereby the pronunciation probabilities are scaled so that
the most likely pronunciation of each word has “probability” 1, has been found helpful in
speech recognition [144]. We therefore applied max-normalization for pronunciation prob-
abilities in our work. For a given sequence of words, we assume there is either a silence
or non-silence event between two consecutive words. Since such an event usually depends
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on the neighbouring words, we further assume that it only depends on the two surrounding
words, i.e., we model the event using P (s|w.pi, w′.pj) and P (n|w.pi, w′.pj), where w.pi
and w′.pj are the surrounding pronunciations, s and n represent silence and non-silence
event. For computation simplicity, we decompose this into two parts:
• probability of inter-word silence (or non-silence) following the pronunciation, and
• probability of inter-word silence (or non-silence) preceding the pronunciation
Further details on the computation of probabilities can be found in [140].
3.7 Summary
In this chapter we described the training recipes of the acoustic and language models
used in our LVCSR system. As these recipes are constantly updated and can change during
the course of our experimentation spread over several years we highlight any changes from





In this chapter a sub-sampled variant of time delay neural networks (TDNN) is pro-
posed. The sub-sampling process reduces the computational complexity compared to TDNN.
It is shown to be a viable alternative to recurrent neural network architectures, for model-
ing long-span temporal contexts. We initially propose the use of sub-sampled time delay
neural networks in the context of sequence training with cross-entropy pretraining, which
involves frame-shuffling. We further explore variants to this architecture to exploit the lack
of frame-shuffling in the context of purely sequence discriminative training.
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4.1 Time delay neural networks
Modeling long term temporal dependencies is critical in acoustic modeling. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 2’s Section 2.2.2 recurrent neural networks are a natural fit for modeling
these sequential dependencies. However due to issues in optimization such as vanishing
and exploding gradients alternative neural networks are of interest.
As described by Goodfellow et al., [37] parameter sharing across time steps enables
generalization to variable length sequences in recurrent neural networks; and this property
is also shared by time delay neural networks which perform 1D convolution on temporal
sequences. TDNNs [58] can be considered a precursor to the convolutional neural networks
[145], without explicit pooling operations. They have been previously shown to be effective
in modeling temporal contexts [56, 57, 58].
The salient feature of these networks is the use of temporally local transforms which
are less sensitive to temporal distortions, as compared to affine transforms which span
the entire input context. When processing a wider temporal context, in a standard feed-
forward DNN, the initial layer learns an affine transform for the entire temporal context.
In a TDNN architecture the initial transforms are learnt on narrow contexts and the deeper
layers process the hidden activations from a wider temporal context. Hence the deeper
layers have the ability to learn wider temporal relationships, on representations with lower
resolutions which are comparatively more stable to distortions. The use of hierarchical
temporal convolution enables learning of multi-scale representations [57].
During back-propagation, due to tying, the lower layers of the network are updated by a
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gradient accumulated over all the time steps of the input temporal context. Thus the lower
layers of the network are forced to learn translation invariant feature transforms. The tying
of transforms also increases the statistical strength of the update.
A major issue with TDNNs is the linear increase in parameters with increase in the
input temporal context used to compute one output frame; as either the contexts of the
existing filters have to be increased or the depth of the network has to be increased to span
this additional context. Further there is also a linear increase in computation when TDNNs
are used in frame shuffled cross-entropy pretraining as intermediate convolutions cannot be
shared across neighboring outputs.
4.1.1 Subsampling
In a typical TDNN, hidden activations are computed at all time steps. However there are
large overlaps between input contexts of activations computed at neighboring time steps.
Under the assumption that neighboring activations are correlated, they can be sub-sampled.
In this section sub-sampling is explored as a mechanism to not only reduce the computa-
tional cost but also to alleviate the issue of linear increase in parameters.
4.1.2 Proposed approach
In the proposed approach the sampling rate of the neural network is decreased expo-
nentially with the depth of the network, which is similar to applying strided convolution
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at all the temporal convolutional layers. However we support non-uniform subsampling of
temporal frames.
In our sub-sampling method at each hidden layer of the network, we generally splice
no more than two frames i.e., only the frames at the edges of the temporal convolution
kernel are used as an input. To model wider temporal contexts we just increase context
of the existing filters; and due to the sub-sampling this does not increase the number of
parameters or the computational cost. However we always ensure that the information
from all the frames in the input context is used in the computation of each output frame.
Thus the proposed sub-sampling strategy alleviates the problem of linear increase both in
parameters and computation with increase in input context, associated with TDNNs.
A typical sub-sampled TDNN employed in our experiments is used for the pictorial
description of the proposed sub-sampling method. We specify the dependency graph for the
computation of one output frame. For TDNN architectures this translates into specification
of splicing indices which define the temporal convolution kernel input at each layer. These
splicing indices are specified w.r.t. input’s time indexing. e.g. {-7,2} means that the
input to the temporal convolution at a given time step t is a spliced version of previous
layer outputs at times t-7, t+2.
Figure 4.1 shows the computation graph for a TDNN with 4 temporal convolution layers
with kernel contexts of {-7,+2}, {-3,+3}, {-1,+2} & {-2,-1,0,1,2}. The
frames in red in Figure are the ones evaluated in order to compute one output frames,
while the red and blue frames correspond to the computation in a normal TDNN. The lines
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Figure 4.1: Computation in TDNN with sub-sampling (red) and without sub-sampling
(blue+red). The numbers in red represent the kernel contexts.
between the frames correspond to the dependencies. As described above, in the subsampled
TDNN the layer output at time t just depends on the previous layer outputs at the edges of
the convolution kernel. To ensure that we span the entire input context of the network the
lowest temporal convolution layer is not sub-sampled. It can be seen that the overlap in the
inputs of the convolutional kernels is minimal even at the lowest convolutional layer.
Compared to the non-subsampled TDNN, represented by the frames in red and blue
the computational savings are obvious. With the current sub-sampling scheme the overall
necessary computation is reduced during the forward pass and backpropagation, due to
selective computation of time steps. The training time of TDNN in Figure 4.1, without
sub-sampling, is ∼ 10x compared to that of DNN with same number of layers, hidden
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units and input context. With proposed sub-sampling it is ∼ 2x the training time of DNN.
Thus the sub-sampling process speeds up the TDNN training by ∼ 5x.
We use asymmetric input contexts, with more context to the left, as this reduces the
latency of the neural network in online decoding, and also because this seems to be more
optimal from a WER perspective. Asymmetric context windows of up to 16 frames in past
and 9 frames in the future were explored in this set of experiments. It was observed that
further extension of context on either side was detrimental to word recognition accuracies,
though the frame recognition accuracies improved (this phenomenon is widely known).
4.1.2.1 Prior Work
This sub-sampling strategy, if performed uniformly across layers, is similar to strided
convolution which is popularly applied in convolutional neural networks. It has been pro-
posed in the context of wavelet based signal processing as dilated convolution [146, 147].
Dilated convolution based neural networks have also been successfully applied in text-
to-speech systems under the name Wavenet [148]. A salient difference of our approach
compared to these works is the support for non-uniform sampling.
In the context of speech recognition convolutional networks with striding at the inter-
mediate layers have been used in [149, 150]. Sub-sampling at the middle of the network
was also used in stacked bottle-neck networks [151].
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4.1.3 Results
4.1.3.1 Comparison with DNNs
The initial set of results presented in Table 4.1 compare the performance of simple feed-
forward DNN and TDNN models on the Switchboard 300 Hour LVCSR task. We present
results on Switchboard subset as well as the complete Hub5 ’00 evaluation set. Only the
results in the SWB column should be compared with the Hub5 ’00 results presented in
[152], [153] and [154].
Each neural network has 4 hidden layers with p-norm input dimension of 3000 and
group size of 10. The experimental setup is similar to that described in Chapter 3 and the
readers can refer to Peddinti et al., [155] for the exact specification.
From Table 4.1, comparing DNN-A and TDNN-A, it can be seen that even with stan-
dard temporal contexts TDNNs perform better than DNNs. The number of parameters in
the DNN-A system were increased to match the TDNN-A system, by increasing the num-
ber of hidden units. The results corresponding to this system are presented in the row titled
DNN-A2. It can be seen that despite matching the number of parameters the TDNN system
performs better than the DNN system, for the same temporal context. A comparison of
DNN-A, DNN-B and TDNN-D shows that DNNs are not as effective as TDNNs in pro-
cessing wider temporal contexts. Comparing TDNNs A through E, [−13, 9] was found to
be the optimal temporal context.
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison of DNN and TDNN with various temporal contexts
Model Network Context
Layerwise Context WER
1 2 3 4 5 Total SWB
DNN-A [−7, 7] [−7, 7] {0} {0} {0} {0} 22.1 15.5
DNN-A2 [−7, 7] [−7, 7] {0} {0} {0} {0} 21.6 15.1
DNN-B [−13, 9] [−13, 9] {0} {0} {0} {0} 22.3 15.7
DNN-C [−16, 9] [−16, 9] {0} {0} {0} {0} 22.3 15.7
TDNN-A [−7, 7] [−2, 2] {−2, 2} {−3, 4} {0} {0} 21.2 14.6
TDNN-B [−9, 7] [−2, 2] {−2, 2} {−5, 3} {0} {0} 21.2 14.5
TDNN-C [−11, 7] [−2, 2] {−1, 1} {−2, 2} {−6, 2} {0} 20.9 14.2
TDNN-D [−13, 9] [−2, 2] {−1, 2} {−3, 4} {−7, 2} {0} 20.8 14.0
TDNN-E [−16, 9] [−2, 2] {−2, 2} {−5, 3} {−7, 2} {0} 20.9 14.2
4.1.3.2 Comparison across several LVCSR tasks





Res. Management 3 hrs 2.27 2.30 -1.3
Wall Street Journal 80 hrs 6.57 6.22 5.3
TedLIUM 118 hrs 19.3 17.9 7.2
Switchboard 300 hrs 15.5 14.0 9.6
Librispeech 960 hrs 5.19 4.83 6.9
Fisher English 1800 hrs 22.24 21.03 5.4
Experiments were done using Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [88] on Resource Man-
agement [156], Wall Street Journal [157], TedLIUM [158], Switchboard [159], Librispeech
[160] and the english portion of Fisher corpora [161]. The amount of training data available
for acoustic modeling varies from 3-1800 hours across the setups mentioned.
An average relative improvement 5.52% was observed over the baseline DNN archi-
tecture through the use of TDNN architecture to process wider contexts. It is to be noted
that the number of parameters in the system are not matched between DNN and TDNN
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architectures. However the individual systems were tuned for best performance, given the
architecture.
In the Resource Management medium-vocabulary task, we did not see gains from
TDNNs. This could be due to the slight increase in parameters in the TDNN architecture
when processing larger input contexts.
4.1.3.3 Comparison with unfolded RNNs
Table 4.3: Results on SWBD LVCSR task with data augmentation and enhanced lexicon
Acoustic Model + Language Model
WER
Total SWB
TDNN - D + pp 21.9 14.8
TDNN - D + pp + fg 20.4 13.6
TDNN - D + pp + fg + sp + vp 19.2 12.9
TDNN - D + pp + fg + sp + vp + silp 19.0 12.7
TDNN - D + pp + fg + sp + vp + sequence training 17.6 11.4
TDNN - D + pp + fg + sp + vp + sequence training + pa 17.1 11
unfolded RNN + fMLLR features + iVectors [153] - 12.7
unfolded RNN + fMLLR features + iVectors + sequence training [153] - 11.3
CNN/DNN joint training + fMLLR features + iVectors [154] - 12.1
CNN/DNN joint training + fMLLR features + iVectors + sequence training[154] - 10.4
pp : pronunciation probabilities sp : speed perturbation
fg : 4-gram LM rescoring vp : volume perturbation
silp : word position dependent silence probabilities pa : prior adjustment
A smaller TDNN with layer-wise contexts of TDNN-D was built, as it would be suitable
for online speech recognizers. The size was reduced by decreasing p-norm input dimension
from 3000 to 2750. This system has 7.7 million parameters. It was able to achieve a word
error rate of 11.0%, which is better than the result reported for unfolded recurrent networks
in [153]. Table 4.3 shows the contributions of each technique described in our experimental
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setup e.g., volume perturbation, data augmentation, enhanced lexicon. We would like to
remind the readers that iVectors are used in all the TDNN systems in Table 4.3.
4.1.4 Subsampled TDNNs and contiguous output compu-
tation
As described in Section 4.1.1 the subsampling strategy described above significantly
reduces the computational cost of cross-entropy pre-training when frame shuffling is em-
ployed. However the computational gains during sequence training or inference are min-
imal as contiguous outputs are computed during these stages. Figure 4.2 represents the
TDNN computation graph for a sequence of outputs. It can be clearly seen that the even
after sub-sampling the intermediate convolutions required for a single output, the computa-
tion of neighboring outputs necessitates the computation of the sub-sampled indices. Thus
exploiting this additional information, available during sequence training and inference, is
of our interest. In the next section we describe the changes in the neural network training
procedure which enables us to accomplish this.
4.2 Purely sequence training of neural networks
Recently training with just sequence level cost functions has been shown to be very
effective for acoustic modeling [129, 162]. In this scenario frame-shuffling is no longer
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Figure 4.2: Computation in a subsampled TDNN when computing contiguous outputs. It
can be seen that even the hidden layer outputs, sub-sampled for a given neural network
output, have to be computed for neighboring outputs.
applicable. Thus the computation can be amortized over all the outputs in the sequence and
sub-sampled TDNNs can match the output frame rate even at deeper layers.
Sak et al., [129], Povey et al., [162] and Pundak et al., [163] have shown that lower
output frame rate models outperform conventional frame rate models, while providing great
savings in computation. They propose the use of reduced frame rates of 25− 33 Hz for the
neural network outputs, in place of the 100 Hz output frame rates. Hence we change the
frame rate at all the layers in the TDNN to match the output frame rate (33 Hz).
Amortization of computational costs across outputs in the sequence also motivated us
to explore the use of higher frame rates (100 Hz) than the output frame rate (33 Hz) at the
lower layers of the TDNN. We restrict the higher frame rates to the lower layers as this
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preserves the computational efficiency; and as the gains were negligible when increasing
the frame rate even at the higher layers.
We compare the performance of the subsampled TDNN variants described above in
Table 4.4. TDNN-F corresponds to the subsampled TDNN in 4.1.1 with exponentially de-
creasing frame rate, with layer depth, per output. TDNN-G corresponds to the subsampled
TDNN with the same frame rate as the output at all the layers. TDNN-H corresponds to the
subsampled TDNN with higher frame rates at lower layers and finally TDNN-I corresponds













Figure 4.3: Computation in sub-sampled TDNNs trained with purely sequence discrimina-
tive training. Only sequences of outputs are computed; and these are computed at a reduced
frame rate of 33 Hz. The number enclosed in {.} on the left represent the temporal convo-
lution kernel context and the numbers on the right represent the frame rate the convolution
layer.
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The configurations of the sub-sampled TDNNs described above and their performance
is shown in Table 4.4. We specify the TDNN architectures in terms of the splicing indices
which define the temporal convolution kernel input at each layer. e.g. {-3,0,3} means
that the input to the temporal convolution at a given time step t is a spliced version of previ-
ous layer outputs at times t-3, t, t+3. It can be seen that using the higher frame rates
at lower layers and tuning the temporal contexts of the layers (TDNN-I) provides 10.3%
relative gain over the sub-sampled TDNNs proposed in [155] (TDNN-F). This performance
comparison was done on the 300 hour Switchboard LVCSR task on the Hub ’00 test set
and the models were purely sequence discriminatively trained. A major change compared
to the TDNNs described in previous sections of this chapter is the use of rectified linear
unit (ReLU) [164] as the non-linearity.
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From Table 4.4, comparing TDNN’s F & G it can be seen that matching the output
frame rate (33 Hz) at deeper layers does not improve the performance of the model signif-
icantly. However TDNN-H shows that significant gains can be achieved by operating the
lower TDNN layers at frame rates closer to the input frame rate (100 Hz). Finally from
TDNN-I it can be seen that increasing the right temporal context of the model can lead
to significant gains. It can be seen that the higher frame rates have been restricted to the
lower layers in TDNN-I. This was done as operating even the higher layers at this higher
frame rate did not lead to gains while further increasing the computation cost. Comparing
TDNN-F and TDNN-I an overall relative improvement of 10.3% can be observed.
In addition to increasing the frame rates at lower layers we also explored the use of
average pooling, anti-aliasing filters before subsampling and per-feature-index temporal
convolution layers before subsampling. All these variants resulted in no further improve-
ments.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter we proposed a subsampled TDNN network which was shown to effec-
tively model long temporal contexts, while significantly reducing the computational cost
of conventional training i.e., sequence discriminative training with frame-level pretraining.
Further we modified this subsampled TDNN architecture to exploit the recent changes in
neural network training which eliminate the need for cross-entropy pretraining.
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Low latency models with temporal
convolution and LSTMs
In this chapter we compare the performance of the subsampled TDNNs with the bidi-
rectional and unidirectional long short term memory neural networks (B)LSTMs. We dis-
cuss the latency of subsampled TDNN and (B)LSTMs, and show that BLSTMs which
provide the best performance have significantly large latency. Finally we propose a low la-
tency model which combines the strengths of the temporal convolution and unidirectional
LSTMs, and performs similar to the BLSTMs.
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5.1 Comparison of TDNNs with LSTMs
The best subsampled TDNN configuration TDNN-I from chapter 4 was compared with
the stacked (B)LSTM models. The (B)LSTM models have three1 layers of (B)LSTM.
These models are denoted LFR-LSTM and LFR-BLSTM as all their layers operate at a
low frame rate (LFR) of 33 Hz similar to [129] and [163] .
Based on our observations with TDNNs, we explored the use of higher frame rate (100
Hz) at lower (B)LSTM layers. This architecture is similar to the hierarchical subsampling
networks, proposed in [165] and more recently applied in [166] and [167]. We denote these
models as MFR-LSTM and MFR-BLSTM as they use a mixed frame rate (MFR) across
layers. Figure 5.1 represents the computation in the MFR-LSTM.





TDNN-I 9.6 19.9 14.8
LFR-LSTM 10.1 21.0 15.6
LFR-BLSTM 9.6 19.2 14.5
MFR-LSTM 9.9 19.7 14.8
MFR-BLSTM 9.0 18.1 13.6
Table 5.1 compares the models discussed in this section with the best TDNN model.
Firstly, it can be seen that operating the lower LSTM layers at a higher frame rate is ben-
eficial. It results in a relative improvement of ∼ 6% in BLSTM and ∼ 5% in LSTM.
1The depth and other hyper-parameters of the LSTM and BLSTM models have been tuned. Further
increase in depth leads to minor improvements with significant increase in computation costs.
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Figure 5.1: Dependencies among activations at various layers and time-steps in the stacked
LSTM network with the lowest LSTM layer operating at 100 Hz
However the overall computational complexity increases by 30% during inference com-
pared to the corresponding LFR models, for our input sizes of interest. Operating even the
higher (B)LSTM layers at a higher frame rate did not lead to gains, while further increasing
the computational complexity.
Secondly, it can be seen that both the TDNN and LSTM models perform worse than
both the BLSTM models. The superior performance of the bidirectional recurrent models
compared to their unidirectional counterparts can be attributed to the modeling of the future
context which could not be matched even with the use of output delay in LSTMs.
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5.1.1 Model latency
Latency of an acoustic model is affected by input context, chunk-width, chunk contexts
and output delay. Further each TDNN layer adds to the latency due its kernel context.
As the recurrent state of the forward LSTM can be propagated across chunks, the chunk
left context does not add to the latency. Further with forward LSTMs chunk-width does
not add to latency, as we can perform inference in frame-level increments. However when
backward LSTMs are used inference is performed in chunk-level increments to amortize
the backward LSTM cost over the entire chunk. Thus chunk-width and chunk right context
add to the latency in BLSTM models.
As sequence level objective functions are typically computed over longer duration
chunks (∼ 1.5 seconds), the chunk-width and chunk right context can significantly add
to the latency e.g. for the models in Table 5.1 the latencies are as shown below
• TDNN-I : kernel contexts (10 + 10 + 10 + 30 + 30 + 30 + 30 ms) = 150 ms
• LFR and MFR LSTMs : input context (20 ms) + label delay (50 ms) = 70 ms
• LFR and MFR BLSTMs : input context (20 ms) + chunk width (1500 ms) + chunk
right context (500 ms) = 2020 ms
It can be clearly seen that the superior performance of BLSTMs comes at the expense
of significant increase in latency. This has motivated a variety of research efforts to reduce
their latency (see Section 2.2.1.2). All these variants rely on the use of backward recurrent
layers to model the future context , they differ in the initialization of this backward recurrent
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layer. Hence inference is always done in chunk level increments to amortize the cost of the
backward recurrent layer which ultimately keeps the latency significantly high.
5.2 Combining temporal convolution with LSTMs
In this section we propose neural networks which use temporal convolution to model
the dependencies in the future context in unidirectional LSTMs. The use of temporal con-
volution enables inference with frame-level increments audio. Previous use of convolution
operation in recurrent layers have been discussed in Section 2.2.3. Specifically Sainath
et al., [78] had proposed combining convolutional layers and recurrent layers; however
as they used spectro-temporal convolution the requirement of spectral locality restricts the
placement of convolutional layers to below the LSTM stack. In this work we focus on tem-
poral convolution which does not require spectral locality and hence affords the exploration
of more combinations, including the interleaving of convolutional and recurrent layers 2.
Temporal convolution was also used by Amodei et al., [79] but just above or below the
recurrent layer stack.
We explore three different ways of combining temporal convolution and LSTMs viz.,
• Stacking LSTMs over TDNNs (TDNN-LSTM-A)
• Stacking TDNNs over LSTMs (TDNN-LSTM-B)
2Recent experiments by Gaofeng Cheng have shown that combining spectro-temporal convolution with
the architectures proposed in this chapter could further improve the results [168]. This work is in progress.
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• Interleaving TDNNs and LSTMs (TDNN-LSTM-C)
Figure 5.2 represents the computation in the TDNN-LSTM-C network. It can be seen

















Figure 5.2: Dependencies among activations in a stacked TDNN-LSTM network with
interleaved temporal convolutions. The convolution kernel input contexts are on left and
the layer-wise frame rates are on the right.
Further, to compare the benefits of performing temporal convolution in BLSTM models,
we also interleave temporal convolution with the forward and backward LSTMs (TDNN-
BLSTM-A) or with forward and backward LSTM stack i.e., the BLSTM layer (TDNN-
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BLSTM-B).
As only the lower TDNN layers operate at a 100 Hz frame rate in TDNN-LSTM-C
and TDNN-BLSTM-A, we also verify if additional gains can be had by operating even the
lowest recurrent layer at 100 Hz frame rate, similar to MFR-(B)LSTM. These models are
denoted as TDNN-LSTM-D and TDNN-BLSTM-C, respectively.
5.2.1 Recurrence scaling
As seen from Section 5.1.1 it is critical to carryover the forward LSTM state to enable
inference in frame level increments in unidirectional LSTMs and thus reduce the latency. In
order to reduce the mismatch between the left contexts seen during training and inference,
when models trained on fixed length left contexts are used in inference with infinite context,
i.e., with the entire left context of the utterance seen till the current frame, recurrence
scaling is employed. In recurrence scaling a fixed constant factor (0.8) is multiplied with
the history state to enable forced forgetting in the LSTMs. This reduces the mismatch
in left contexts and can ensure better generalization at the cost of reducing the temporal
modeling power of the LSTMs.
5.3 Results
In this section we provide a comparison of acoustic models on the 300 hour SWBD
LVCSR task; Table 5.2 presents this comparison. Table 5.3 compares performance of sys-
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tems trained with and without recurrence scaling.
We perform decodes with two different posterior estimation methods, Matched Infer-
ence where the state of the network for a chunk is estimated using a chunk left context,
similar to the training; or State-saving Inference where the state is copied from the final
state in the previous chunk.
From Table 5.2: TDNN-LSTMs B and C perform better among A, B and C; while C
has lower real-time factor (RTF). From Tables 5.2 and 5.3: there is a difference in perfor-
mance between TDNN-LSTM-C and MFR-BLSTM, but this slightly reduces when trained
without recurrence scaling.
From Table 5.2: Interleaving TDNNs with BLSTMs rather than forward and backward
LSTMs separately was better (TDNN-BLSTM-A vs B); both these models perform better
than LFR-BLSTM. However there was no benefit compared to MFR-BLSTM, in terms of
performance, though RTFs are lower than MFR-BLSTM.
Operating the lowest (B)LSTM layer in TDNN-(B)LSTMs at 100 Hz, i.e., TDNN-
LSTM-D and TDNN-BLSTM-C led to performance gains with additional computational
cost, when compared to TDNN-LSTM-C and TDNN-BLSTM-A, respectively.
From Table 5.3 : It can be clearly seen that recurrence scaling helps better generalize
to longer sequence lengths i.e., for state-saving inference. We are currently exploring other
mechanisms to better generalize to chunk-widths not seen during training. These include
use of frame-level dropout of recurrent states [169] with longer chunk-widths.
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Table 5.3: Impact of recurrence scale : 300 Hr SWBD LVCSR Task
Model
Total WER on Hub’00 (%)
Without scaling With scaling
MI SSI MI SSI
TDNN-LSTM-A 14.2 15.6 14.6 14.8
TDNN-LSTM-C 13.9 16.0 14.2 14.4
MFR-BLSTM 13.5 - 13.6 -
MI : Matched Inference SSI : State saving Inference
5.4 Summary
In this chapter we introduced the neural networks which combine the strengths of tem-
poral convolution and unidirectional LSTMs to enable effective modeling of long temporal
contexts, superior to LFR-BLSTMs and comparable to MFR-BLSTMs, while restricting




Far-field speech recognition has received a lot of focus in the past few years due to the
advent of personal assistant devices like Amazon Echo [170], Google Home [101] and Ap-
ple Homepod [171]. Far-field speech is challenging due to the phenomena of reverberation.
In reverberant environments the reflections of a signal affect the signal over several time
frames. These long term interactions are due to multiple paths from each sound source to
the microphone, each with its own delay. To tackle these longer term interactions between
the direct speech signal and the corrupting sources, speech recognizers have to account for
long-term acoustic context [172]. Hence it is of interest to test the proposed models in the
context of reverberant speech recognition.
In this chapter we will compare the acoustic models in two different far-field speech
recognition tasks. These are the AMI task [173, 174, 175] and the ASpIRE task [99].
Section 6.1 discusses the AMI task while Section 6.2 describes the ASpIRE task.
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In this chapter in addition to comparing the proposed acoustic models with (B)LSTMs
we describe the contributions made in far-field acoustic modeling as part of this thesis. In
Section 6.1 we initially detail the importance of parallel clean audio in acoustic modeling
for robust ASR, and propose a method to reduce performance gap between systems trained
with and without parallel clean audio. In Section 6.2 we discuss the importance of voice-
activity detection for iVector estimation in reverberant environments and also show that
volume perturbation can be used to significantly reduce the impact of severe mismatch in
audio gain levels.
6.1 AMI far-field speech recognition task
There are three LVCSR tasks [173, 175] designed using the AMI meeting corpora [174].
These are the individual headset microphone (IHM), single distant microphone (SDM) and
multiple distant microphone (MDM) tasks; named based on the type of audio used in the
creation of the train, dev and eval sets.
6.1.1 Far field ASR and parallel audio
The AMI corpus, with parallel speech recordings from all these microphones, provides
an opportunity to analyze the importance of alignment quality in far-field speech recogni-
tion systems. In addition to the three standard AMI LVCSR systems, which use alignments
from the HMM-GMM systems trained using the corresponding audio, we also trained sys-
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tems using alignments generated from the IHM audio. Table 6.1 summarizes the results of
the 8 such LVCSR systems which were trained with the cross-entropy criteria. It can be
seen that there is a significant reduction in word error rate (WER) (7.75% relative, on aver-
age) when using alignments from IHM audio. Further these relative improvements increase
when using better acoustic models i.e., TDNN vs BLSTM acoustic models.
Table 6.1: Comparison of AMI LVCSR systems trained with cross-entropy criterion, using
close-talk and distant microphone alignments
Model LVCSR Alignments WER (%)
task dev eval
TDNN
SDM SDM 45.8 50.3
SDM IHM 41.8 46.6
Rel. Change 8.7% 7.3%
MDM MDM 41 44.7
MDM IHM 38.2 42
Rel. Change 6.8% 6.0%
BLSTM
SDM SDM 42.5 45.6
SDM IHM 38.5 41.8
Rel. Change 9.4% 8.3%
MDM MDM 38.6 41.0
MDM IHM 35.5 38.3
Rel. Change 8.0% 6.6%
When such parallel recordings are available, the alignments used for training the acous-
tic models can be generated from close-talk microphone audio recordings. However in typ-
ical large data scenarios, where actual far-field audio is collected, assuming the availability
of close-talk microphone recordings is not practical.
In this section, we identify the possible reasons for the performance difference between
the ASR systems that are trained using alignments generated from distant microphone
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recordings, and those trained with alignments generated from parallel close-talk micro-
phone recordings. Further, we propose a two pronged strategy to reduce this performance
gap. Firstly, we use the lattice-free maximum mutual information (MMI) objective func-
tion [128], which is tolerant to minor mis-alignment errors, to train the neural networks
from random initialization. Secondly, we use lattice based quality estimate for selecting
reliable utterances for training. The combination of these two techniques reduces the per-
formance gap from∼ 8% to∼ 1.5%. We present results on both single distant microphone
and multiple distant microphone scenarios of the AMI LVCSR task.
6.1.2 Analysis of alignment errors
Motivated by the observations in Table 6.1, we performed a comparison of alignments
generated from IHM and SDM systems. We randomly sampled utterances from the AMI
corpus and identified some prominent categories of errors.
6.1.2.1 Minor mis-alignment errors
A majority of the errors were minor mis-alignment errors. Figure 6.1 shows the log
mel filter-bank coefficients from the IHM and SDM recordings; and compares the phone
alignments generated by the corresponding HMM-GMM systems. It can be seen that there
are just minor differences between these two alignments. The significant difference in
alignments, between frames 250 and 300, occurs due the choice of different pronunciations
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The total number of utterances: 219,781
in the utterances. Figure 6.4 provides one such example. Significant portion of the signal
corresponds to a second talker’s response and it is untranscribed. Further, both the IHM
and SDM systems align this trailing speech to silence.
6.1.3 Two pronged strategy
We propose a two pronged strategy to tackle the errors described in Section 6.1.2.
Firstly, to make the learning algorithm robust to minor mis-alignment errors, we use the
lattice-free MMI objective function [128]. This approach is described in Section 6.1.3.1.
Secondly, we filter the utterances that might have speaker overlap or transcription errors.
To accomplish this, we utilize a quality measure for utterances proposed by Manohar and
Povey et al., and reported in [176]. Description of this quality measure is reproduced in
Section 6.1.3.2 for the reader’s convenience.
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time frames for a particular context-dependent phone state using a desired tolerance. In this
section, we highlight this particular aspect of the cost function. Readers are encouraged to
refer to [128] for more details about this objective function.
The derivative computation for the MMI objective requires the computation of state
occupancy statistics using the forward-backward algorithm on the numerator and denomi-
nator graphs [122]. The denominator graph is built using a phone n-gram language model.
The numerator graph creation is of relevance to this section.
Prior to training the neural net, a GMM-based system is used to generate lattices rep-
resenting alternative pronunciations of the training utterances. These lattices are processed
into phone graphs and then compiled into utterance-specific Finite State Acceptors (FSAs)
as for conventional training. Separately, the lattices are also processed into frame-by-frame
masks of what phones are allowed to appear on what frames: a user-specifiable tolerance
allows a phone to appear slightly before or after where it appeared in the lattice. As the
frame-by-frame phone mask built from the lattices has a tolerance, we expect the gradient
computation to be tolerant to minor misalignment errors. We found a 50 ms tolerance to be
optimal for both reverberant and telephone speech tasks.
6.1.3.2 Filtering based on quality estimate
Manohar and Povey proposed the use of lattice based quality estimates to resegment
and filter reliable parts of an utterance [177]. The lattice oracle WER based quality esti-
mate described here is part of this clean-up procedure and has been used here to filter the
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Table 6.2: Impact of alignment quality based filtering on TDNN acoustic models trained
with lattice-free MMI critera for SDM LVCSR task
FER (%) Data WER (%)
threshold retained dev eval
50 82 44.2 48.1
60 95 43.1 46.9
70 96 42.8 46.6
80 97 43.6 47.2
All All 43.2 47.3
∼ 95% data can be preserved with WER thresholds around 50%. Utterances with larger
oracle WER, including the 5% that has greater than 100% oracle WER, predominantly have
either speaker overlaps (Section 6.1.2.2) or transcription errors (Section 6.1.2.3).
One drawback of this approach is that short segments that have a single word (e.g.,
“Yeah”, “Okay”) in the reference will almost always be given an oracle WER of 0, because
if that word is in the decoded lattice, it will be picked up by the Viterbi search. However,
these amount to very little data.
6.1.3.3 Filtering Based on Frame-Level Alignment Quality
As use of IHM alignments reduced the WERs significantly, we treated these as ground
truth labels and measured the duration normalized Levenshtein distance between the per-
frame phone alignments of SDM and IHM systems. This frame error rate (FER) was used
to filter out utterances in the SDM task (see Table 6.2), resulting in similar improvements
as with lattice oracle WER.
The utterance in Figure 6.1 had a lattice oracle WER of 20.00% and an FER of 7.2%.
The utterance in Figure 6.2 had a lattice oracle WER of 0.00 and an FER of 46.48%. The
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utterance in Figure 6.4 had a lattice oracle WER of 20.00% and and FER of 7.02%.
6.1.4 Experimental Setup
The overall experimental setup is similar to the one described in Chapter 3. In this
section we describe the changes relevant to the AMI LVCSR task.
The HMM-GMM systems for generating the alignments and lattices, used to train the
neural network acoustic models, are as described by Swietojanski et al., in [175]. However,
unlike in [175], we perform speaker-adaptive training of the HMM-GMM systems for all
the three tasks, as we found the alignments from SAT HMM-GMM systems to be beneficial
for neural network training on all three tasks.
The MDM LVCSR systems have an additional stage of beam-forming to combine the
audio captured from different channels of the distant microphone. The BeamformIt toolkit
[179] was used for delay-sum beamforming.
To train the SDM and MDM LVCSR systems with alignments generated from IHM
data, we identified parallel segments in IHM audio corresponding to the utterances in
SDM/MDM data. The IHM SAT HMM-GMM system was used to generate alignments
and lattices from these parallel utterances.
The lattice-free MMI technique uses fixed length chunks of 1.5 seconds to perform
sequence training. As nearly 50% of the utterances in the AMI corpus were less than
1.5 seconds long we combined neighboring utterances to reach the 1.5 second minimum
utterance length.
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6.1.5 Results
Table 6.3 contrasts the WER for various training & test conditions with different train-
ing criteria/data-sets.
Table 6.3: Comparison of rel. changes in WER(%) when using alignments from IHM and
SDM/MDM data to train TDNN acoustic models
LVCSR task Alignments
Cross-entropy Lattice-free MMI Lattice-free
MMI + Data
filtering
dev eval dev eval dev eval
SDM SDM 45.8 50.3 43.2 47.3 42.8 46.1
SDM IHM 41.8 46.6 41.3 45.3 41.6 45.4
Rel. Change 8.7% 7.3% 4.4% 4.2% 2.8% 1.5%
MDM MDM 41 44.7 40.5 43.2 38.5 41.5
MDM IHM 38.2 42 38.1 42 38.1 41.5
Rel. Change 6.8% 6.0% 5.9% 2.78% 1.0% 0%
IHM IHM 24.4 25.1 22.6 22.5 22.4 22.4
First, compare across the row for the SDM task with IHM training alignments to
note that the MMI training and data filtering have only a modest impact when parallel
clean+noisy recordings are available: minimal difference in dev WER and small improve-
ment in eval WER. The same is also true in the MDM task with IHM training alignments.
More importantly, compare across the row for SDM task with SDM alignments to note
that MMI training results in a significant reduction in WER relative to cross-entropy train-
ing, and the data filtering step yields further gains. The same observation holds for the
MDM task with MDM alignments.
Finally contrasting the IHM training alignments with the SDM training alignments for
the SDM task, note that while the cross-entropy training criterion suffered a 7% − 8%
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degradation in WER relative to IHM alignments, the MMI criterion by itself limits the
WER degradation to about 4%, and the data filtering brings down this difference to about
2%. The same trend holds even more strongly for the MDM task – the relative degradation
from IHM alignments to MDM alignments is reduced from 6%− 7% to 0%− 1%.
This last set of results supports the main claim made in this section, namely that the
proposed method – using an alignment-tolerant MMI training objective after filtering out
the most problematic part of the training data – mitigates strongly against degradation in
WER when parallel clean+noisy speech is not available for training acoustic models.
Table 6.4 compares the impact of using different lattice oracle WER thresholds on the
acoustic model quality, as measured in WER on dev and eval sets. It can be seen that at
45% lattice oracle WER threshold we see the maximum gains. This preserves∼ 95% of the
data in the train set of the corpora. It can be seen that the same data filtering step does not
have a significant impact on the acoustic models trained with the cross-entropy criterion.
Table 6.4: Impact of data filtering on TDNN acoustic models trained with cross-entropy or




dev eval dev eval
40 45.4 50.3 43.1 46.9
45 45.5 50.1 42.8 46.1
50 45.5 50.1 42.8 46.6
All 45.8 50.3 43.2 47.3
Our experiments with the lattice-free MMI objective function did not result in gains
with BLSTM models on this task, though [128] suggests that gains should be expected. We
attribute this so the small amount of data in the AMI task, and are currently investigating
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hyperparameter settings for BLSTM training that are most suitable for this task.
6.1.6 Comparison of acoustic models
In this section we will compare the acoustic models proposed in this thesis viz., sub-
sampled TDNN and subsampled TDNN + LSTM acoustic models with the (B)LSTM
acoustic models. This comparison is performed in the best setting described in the pre-
vious section i.e., using lattices generated using the IHM data for SDM and MDM acoustic
models. For these comparisons we use matched inference i.e., the neural network posteriors
in the recurrent models are estimated using a fixed context to the left of the acoustic chunk,
as the major comparisons are done with BLSTM models. These results are presented in
Table 6.5. The architectures of these models are same as those described in Table 5.2.
It can be seen that both the LFR and MFR BLSTMs perform better than the TDNN.
The TDNN-LSTM model performs slightly better than both the BLSTM models. Once
again there were no significant gains when combining TDNN and BLSTM models.




Dev Eval Dev Eval Dev Eval
TDNN-D 21.7 22.1 39.9 43.9 36.6 40.1
LFR-BLSTM 21.0 20.9 38.8 42.0 35.4 38.4
MFR-BLSTM 20.6 20.3 37.4 40.5 34.5 37.3
TDNN-LSTM-C 20.8 20.5 37.3 40.4 34.1 36.8
TDNN-BLSTM-A 20.7 20.7 37.0 40.4 34.2 36.6
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6.2 ASpIRE far-field speech recognition task
The ASpIRE LVCSR task has been created using data released as part of the ASpIRE
far-field recognition challenge help by IARPA [99]. This challenge uses the English portion
of the Fisher database [161] for acoustic and language model training. Two data sets dev
of 5 hrs and dev-test of 10 hrs were provided as part of ASpIRE challenge. Each set is
composed of 10 minute recordings. The end points for the speech portions of the recording
were also provided for the dev set. However in order to emulate the decoding scenario of
dev-test, we report performance on dev set without the knowledge of segment information.
A major challenge in this task has been the severe mismatch between the training data
which is telephone speech and test data which is rerecorded reverberant speech. To tackle
this mismatch reverberation was simulated in the training data as described in Section 3.2.2.
Each utterance in the 1800 hour Fisher English database was reverberated three times with
three different room impulse responses. The reveberated training data was ∼ 5400 hours
(3 ∗ 1800). It can be seen that training the acoustic models in a timely manner requires par-
allel training and acoustic models which are amenable for parallelization during training,
such as subsampled TDNNs, are of interest.
In this section we detail the changes in the experimental setup specific to ASpIRE task.
A critical change in the ASpIRE LVCSR task compared to the other LVCSR tasks described
in this thesis is the unavailability of utterance endpoints in the recordings. This impacts the
iVectors which are sensitive to reverberation and noise in the data. Section 6.2.1 describes
the iVector extraction strategy suitable for far-field recognition tasks.
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Further we will show that the impact of using the enhanced lexicon (see Section 3.6.3)
in this robust speech recognition task is significantly more compared to other LVCSR tasks
[140]. Finally we will show the impact of using RNN-LM language models and sequence
discriminative training.
For these comparisons we will use the conventionally trained acoustic models, i.e.,
cross-entropy pretraining and sequence discriminative training; and further restrict our at-
tention to TDNNs as they are significantly faster to train compared to the (B)LSTM acoustic
models.
6.2.1 iVector Extraction
In this section we describe the iVector estimation process adopted during training and
decoding. We discuss issues in estimating iVectors from noisy unsegmented speech record-
ings, and in using these noisy estimates of iVectors as input to neural networks.
We noticed that the iVector adaptation was not sufficiently effective in adapting to test
signals that had substantially different energy levels than the training data. For the results
reported here, this issue was resolved by normalizing the test-signal energies to be the same
as the average of the training data.
6.2.1.1 iVector Extraction during training
The iVector estimator was trained on a 100 hour subset of training data: this includes
the training of the Gaussian mixture model used for the UBM, and the estimation of the
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total-variability (T ) matrix. Then, for the entire training data, iVectors were estimated. In
order to ensure sufficient variety of the iVectors in the training data, rather than estimating
a separate iVector per speaker we estimate them in an online fashion, where we only use
frames prior to the current frame (for some arbitrary ordering of the utterances). We reset
this history every two utterances, so that we still have some training-data variety even when
there are only a few speakers.
6.2.1.2 iVector extraction during decoding
During decoding, the constraints of online extraction were not enforced and iVectors
were estimated in an offline fashion from statistics accumulated over fairly large portions
of the speaker’s data (at least 60 seconds).
The prior term in the iVector extraction is quite important when applying these iVector
based methods to data that is dissimilar to the training data. In our iVector estimation we
always scale the per-frame posteriors by 0.1 (equivalent to scaling the prior term up by 10).
For the ASpIRE challenge we made a further modification: if the total count of (scaled)
statistics for iVector extraction exceeds a predefined limit (75 for these experiments), we
scale the statistics down to that value, which again is equivalent to scaling the prior term
up. Due to the posterior scale of 0.1, this effect kicks in after we exceed 750 frames of
features.
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6.2.1.3 iVectors from reliable speech segments
In the current LVCSR task (see below), audio recordings 5-10 minutes in length were
provided without speech end-point information. The recordings had long durations of con-
tiguous silence, similar to single channel recordings of conversational telephone speech.
We found empirically that excluding the silence from the statistics for iVector estimation
was very helpful. Even keeping a small amount of silence around every speech segment
(similar to the amount we saw in training) was harmful; possibly the nature of the silence
in the ASpIRE test data was so different from what was seen in the artificially reverberated
and noise-added training data, that it affected the iVector in unexpected ways. Hence only
feature vectors from the speech segments were used for i-vector estimation. We explored
two techniques to detect speech segments, which are described below.
1. iVectors using two-pass decoding
In the first method, we perform a first-pass decode of the audio data using iVectors de-
rived from both speech and non-speech regions. Reliable speech segments are identified
from this first-pass decode. Audio segments corresponding to words with confidence mea-
sures of 1.0 (derived from lattice posteriors) and with durations less than one second were
considered reliable (over half the words recognized had a confidence of at least 1.0). We
also excluded the words “mm” and “mhm”. A second pass decode was then performed
using the iVectors estimated from these reliable speech segments. This led to 8.9% relative
improvement in WER, versus using all the data for iVector estimation.
2. iVectors using Voice Activity Detection (VAD)
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As two-pass decoding is computationally expensive, we attempted a GMM-based Voice
Activity Detection (VAD) to detect regions of speech. This technique was implemented
by Vimal Manohar. The VAD method used is a hybrid feature and model-based method
inspired by [180]. It works by training a HMM-GMM system with 3 GMMs - Silence,
Speech and Noise on approximately 10 minute long chunks of the audio recordings. The
features used with the GMMs are 12 (excluding C0) mean-normalized MFCCs along with
their deltas and delta-deltas and zero-crossing rates along with its delta and delta-delta.
The GMMs are initially bootstrapped using frame-alignments of the augmented training set
described in the previous section. For this, the phones are mapped into 3 classes – silence,
speech and noise. The GMMs are iteratively trained using Viterbi decoding followed by
re-estimation.
For the first few iterations of training, only the low-energy and high zero-crossing rate
frames from the non-speech frames are selected for Silence GMM and Noise GMM training
respectively. The later iterations use all the frames of the respective classes. We have
used the same training procedure as in [180]. The number of gaussians in each model is
increased every iteration until the number of Gaussians for Silence, Noise and Speech are
7, 18 and 16 respectively.
A Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is used to determine if the Noise GMM is to be
retained. If the Noise GMM is to be removed, then the entire process is repeated using only
the Silence and Speech GMMs bootstrapped from the augmented training data.
The regions selected as speech by the VAD are used for iVector estimation and a single-
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pass decode is performed using these iVectors. With this method, we were able to improve
the speed over the two-pass decoding system by a factor of ∼ 2, while keeping the WER
degradation on the dev set to 1.2%, relative.
Table 6.6 compares systems trained with and without iVectors, and different types of
iVector extraction methods. We tried four different ways to extract iVectors:
• extracting iVectors from both speech and non-speech frames,
• extracting iVectors from speech frames, but in a online mode (i.e., for the current
frame, only use speech frames before the current frame),
• extracting iVectors from speech frames, but in a offline mode (a first pass decoding
was used to identify the speech regions) and
• extracting iVectors from speech frames computed from VAD.
Table 6.6: Comparison of systems with and without iVectors
Acoustic Model dev WER
TDNN B w/o iVectors 34.8
TDNN B + iVectors1 33.8
TDNN B + iVectors2 33.1
TDNN B + iVectors3 30.8
TDNN B + iVectors4 31.2
1 estimated on speech and non-speech frames
2 estimated on speech frames online
3 estimated on speech frames offline
4 estimated on speech frames from VAD
From the table it’s clear that it is beneficial to use iVectors in our system, and it is also
critical to extract iVectors only from speech frames.
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6.2.2 Impact of volume perturbation
Our iVector based neural network system relies on the neural network to learn the nec-
essary normalization, based on mean shifts captured in the iVector (see Section 3.1.3).
However in well curated audio databases there is low variance in audio volume, leading to
low variance in iVector w.r.t. mean shifts. In scenarios like the ASpIRE LVCSR task where
there is significant difference in the audio volume levels additional volume normalization
is necessary. However as this normalization can significantly increase the latency of the
system we explore volume perturbation of training data as a mechanism to increase volume
variance in training data and possibly improve generalization.
Performing volume perturbation of the training data, where each recording in the train-
ing data was scaled with a random variable drawn from a uniform distribution over [ 1
64
, 8],
emulates mean shifts in the MFCC domain. The volume perturbation was done on the
artificially reverberated speech audio.
Table 6.7 compares the impact of volume normalization of test data and volume per-
turbation of training data on system performance. It can be seen that even with volume
perturbation the acoustic model was not able to tackle the volume mismatch observed in
ASpIRE test data. However volume perturbation led to a relative improvement of 13%
when dealing with non-normalized test data. Further increasing the range of the uniform
distribution used for sampling the volume scaling factors deteriorated the results. Volume
normalization of the test data led to a relative improvement of 19.5% in WER when using
the TDNN-B system trained on non-volume perturbed data. These results are promising.
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Table 6.7: Comparison of systems w/ & w/o volume perturbed training data and w/ & w/o
volume normalized test data
Acoustic Model Training Data Test Data dev WER
TDNN B 38.3
TDNN B vol. norm. 30.8
TDNN B vp 33.3
TDNN B vp vol. norm. 30.9
vp : volume perturbation of data after reverberation
vol. norm. : volume normalization
6.2.3 Impact of enhanced lexicon and RNN-LM
6.2.3.1 Enhanced Lexicon
Table 6.8: Impact of pronunciation and silence probabilities
Model dev WER
TDNN B∗ 32.1
TDNN B∗ + pronprob 31.6
TDNN B∗ + pronprob + silprob 30.8
∗ without pronunciation and silence probabilities.
Table 6.81 shows performance of using pronunciation and inter-word silence probabili-
ties in the lexicon FST during decoding. As it’s shown in the table, it is generally helpful to
model pronunciation and silence probabilities in the lexicon FST. Further we observed that
the impact of using this enhanced lexicon FST is significantly larger in this robust speech
recognition task compared to other LVCSR tasks reported in [140].
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Table 6.9: Impact of RNN-LM rescoring on TDNN B model
Model dev WER
4gram LM Baseline 30.8
RNN-LM N-best top 100 30.2
RNN-LM N-best top 500 29.9
RNN-LM N-best top 1000 29.9
RNN-LM lattice max 4gram 29.9
RNN-LM lattice max 5gram 29.8
RNN-LM lattice max 6gram 29.8
6.2.3.2 RNN-LMs
Our RNN-LM rescoring results are shown in Table 6.9. We do the rescoring on both
N-best lists and lattices. For N-best list rescoring, we tried to keep 100, 500 and 1000
best paths respectively, and we found it was enough to keep 500 best paths. For lattice
rescoring, we used the RNN-LM to compute likelihood over a fixed context and it’s shown
in the table that keeping context of 5gram is sufficient in this particular case.
6.2.4 Sequence Training
Table 6.10: Results with sequence training of TDNN models
Acoustic Model dev WER
TDNN A 31.7
TDNN A + sequence training1 34.0
TDNN A + sequence training2 30.6
TDNN B 30.8
TDNN B + sequence training2 29.5
TDNN B + sequence training2,3 29.1
1 with sMBR criterion
2 with modified sMBR criterion
3 prior-adjustment
1All the other results shown in this section are with pronunciation and silence probabilities
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Table 6.10 shows results of TDNNs using sequence training. The standard sMBR crite-
rion was detrimental to the performance; but using the modified sMBR criterion described
in Section 3.3.1.2, gains were observed on dev set. However these did not translate to
dev-test set. With sequence training there was 4.2% relative improvement on dev set and
4.3% relative decrease on dev-test set. Further it can be seen that using priors computed
from mean posteriors led to an improvement in the performance. TDNN-B with modified
sequence training and modified prior computation is used in the next section.
6.2.5 Comparison across test-sets
From Table 6.11 it can be seen that sMBR training has mixed results. On careful anal-
ysis of the results on evaluation set it was observed that the sMBR system outperformed
cross-entropy system for 70% of the 120 speakers. However the WER drastically increased
for the other 30%. It was also observed that the sMBR system was prone to insertion errors,
despite the use of the modified-sMBR objective function.
Table 6.11: Comparison across test-sets
Model dev test eval
TDNN B* 30.8 27.7 44.3
TDNN B + RNN-LM 29.8 26.5 43.4
TDNN B + sMBR 29.1 28.9 43.9
TDNN B + sMBR + RNN-LM 28.3 28.2 43.4
∗ submitted to the evaluation
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6.2.6 Comparison of acoustic models
The comparison of acoustic models on the ASpIRE task are shown in Table 6.12. It can
be seen that TDNN-LSTM models are comparable to the LFR-BLSTM acoustic models.
MFR-BLSTMs were not trained for this task due to the prohibitive training time. In addi-
tion to this comparison this particular table also tracks the progress in the ASpIRE LVCSR
task since the publication of [98]. The changes, which include modification in the cost
function [128], modification in the data reverberation recipe [87] and a modified acoustic
model [181], result in a 27% relative improvement. TDNN-B corresponds to a rerun of the
system which was our winning submission in the ASpIRE challenge.
Table 6.12: Comparison of TDNN, TDNN-LSTM and (B)LSTMs











† Using data reverberation recipe with real RIRs and isotropic noise, described in Section 3.2.2.1
∗ Using data reverberation recipe with simulated RIRs and point source noises, described in Section 3.2.2.2
‡ Uses a modified training recipe without layerwise pre-training which can slightly improve the results.
‡‡ Best system submitted to the ASpIRE challenge.
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Conclusion and future work
In this thesis we proposed acoustic models which were able to model long span tem-
poral contexts while ensuring that the latency of the model was restricted to 200 ms. The
latency was reduced by enabling inference in frame-level increments. This is accomplished
by using temporal convolution to model the future temporal context in recurrent neural
networks. Further we also showed that hierarchical temporal convolution networks i.e.,
time delay neural networks (TDNNs) can perform better than unidirectional LSTMs. We
showed that the proposed temporal convolution based architectures are also computation-
ally efficient as they use sub-sampling. Further as they do not use recurrent connections
they can be trivially parallelized thus reducing the wall clock time of both training and
inference.
The proposed architectures were used in acoustic models for far-field speech recog-
nition. Thus demonstrating the capability of the proposed models in tackling long span
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interactions which abound in reverberant speech. Further due to the reduced computational
complexity we showed that significantly larger amounts of training data can be used for
training in a given amount of time. This can be especially helpful when trying to simulate
various test scenarios during training, to reduce mismatch.
Finally we detailed acoustic modeling techniques for far-field speech recognition to
reduce the performance gap between models trained with and without alignments from
parallel clean data, and to effectively extract iVectors from noisy data.
7.0.1 Future work
In this thesis we restricted our attention to to HMM-DNN acoustic models, where a
conditional independence assumption is made across neighboring output predictions. More
recently sequence to sequence transducer neural networks [166, 182, 183], which do not
make this assumption have been shown to outperform conventional acoustic models [184].
However even online variants of these models have significantly large latencies, compared
to HMM-DNN models, due to the use of chunk based inference and “attention” mecha-
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